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Where people and ideas meet

Book a demo:
smarttech.com/demo-for-business

Critical collaboration
for every scenario
Equip public safety and emergency service
agencies with SMART Board® interactive displays
to train more dynamically, share information, and
respond effectively to emerging situations.

Solutions for public safety agencies 
and emergency services



Transform critical training
Enhance every training session by simulating realistic and engaging
scenarios with our industry-leading SMART Ink®. Only SMART allows
participants to pick up a pen and write directly into and save
annotations in original file formats, such as PDFs and Microsoft Office
files. 

Empower swift decision-making
SMART’s large digital workspace and conferencing solutions enable
teams and their external collaborators to effectively capture and
communicate vital information in real-time by reviewing evidence and
case materials and disseminating updates in emergency situations. 

Mitiga te tech roadblocks
Ens ure seamless connection and collaboration when it matters most.
SMART solutions fit securely into your existing technology setup and
conferencing solutions. Team members can grab a pen and let ideas
flow without the time-consuming learning curves.

Get trainees and teams on the
same page, faster

Solutions for public safety agencies 
and emergency services

Give your teams a platform
to ideate, create, make
progress and inspire.
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Contact SMART to 
see it in action at
smarttech.com/
demo-for-business

Seamlessly integrate with common file formats such as
PDFs and Microsoft Office files, including PowerPoint.

Instantly mark up PDFs or video stills and share in the
training room or in the field.

Effortlessly keep your display up to date with the latest
features and security enhancements

SMART Assure warranty lets you enjoy seamless
coverage and 24/7 support without registration hassles

SMART interactive displays

Works seamlessly with Microsoft 365
Office apps and common file formats,

including PowerPoint and PDFs

Certified with Crestron Connected®
and XiO Cloud®


